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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and system for synchronizing the rendering of 
content at various rendering devices. Each rendering device 
has a device time and a rendering time. The synchronization 
system designates one of the rendering devices as a master 
rendering device and designates all other rendering devices as 
slave rendering devices. Each slave rendering device adjusts 
the rendering of its content to keep it in Synchronization with 
the rendering of the content at the master rendering device. 
The master rendering device sends a message with its render 
ing time and corresponding device time to the slave rendering 
devices. Each slave rendering device, upon receiving the mes 
sage from the master rendering device, determines whetherit 
is synchronized with the master rendering time. If not, the 
slave rendering device adjusts the rendering of its content to 
compensate for the difference between the master rendering 
time and the slave rendering time. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
SYNCHRONIZATION OF CONTENT 

RENDERING 

0001. The following application is incorporated by refer 
ence as if fully set forth herein: U.S. application Ser. No. 
10/322,335 filed Dec. 17, 2002. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The described technology relates to rendering of 
content at multiple rendering devices in a synchronized man 

. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Multimedia presentations that are presented on dif 
ferent rendering devices (e.g., video display and stereo sys 
tem) typically require that the different content of the presen 
tation be rendered in a synchronized manner. For example, a 
multimedia presentation may include video, audio, and text 
content that should be rendered in a synchronized manner. 
The audio and text content may correspond to the dialogue of 
the video. Thus, the audio and text contents need to be ren 
dered in a synchronized manner with the video content. Typi 
cally, the content of a multimedia presentation is stored at a 
single location, Such as on a disk drive of a source device. To 
render the presentation, the source device retrieves each dif 
ferent type of content and sends it to the appropriate rendering 
device to effect the multimedia presentation. The source 
device then sends the content to the rendering devices in 
Sufficient time so that the rendering devices can receive and 
render the content in a timely manner. 
0004 Various rendering devices, however, may have dif 
ferent time domains that make the rendering of the multime 
dia presentation in a synchronized manner difficult. For 
example, video and audio rendering devices may have system 
clocks that operate at slightly different frequencies. As a 
result, the video and audio content will gradually appear to 
the person viewing the presentation to be out of synchroniza 
tion. The rendering of content in a synchronized manner is 
made even more difficult because Some rendering devices 
may have multiple time domains. For example, an audio 
rendering device may have a system clock and a clock on a 
digital signal processing (“DSP) interface card. In such a 
case, the combination of clocks may result in the presentation 
becoming even more quickly out of synchronization. 
0005. It would be desirable to have the technique that 
would facilitate the rendering of the multimedia presentation 
in a synchronized manner. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0006 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating synchroniza 
tion of rendering devices in one embodiment. 
0007 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the calculation of the 
time domain differential between two devices. 
0008 FIG.3 illustrates a time domaintable for a rendering 
device in one embodiment. 
0009 FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of another 
embodiment of the synchronization system. 
0010 FIG.5 is a block diagram illustrating components of 
a content rendering device in one embodiment. 
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0011 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating the processing 
of the send time domain message component in one embodi 
ment. 

0012 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of the receive time domain 
message component in one embodiment. 
0013 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating the render con 
tent component in one embodiment. 
0014 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating the process of 
the send rendering time message component in one embodi 
ment. 
0015 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the process 
ing of the receive rendering time message component in one 
embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0016. A method and system for synchronizing the render 
ing of content at various rendering devices is provided. In one 
embodiment, each rendering device has a device time and a 
rendering time. The device time is the time as indicated by a 
designated clock (e.g., system clock) of the rendering device. 
The rendering time is the time represented by the amount of 
content that has been rendered by that rendering device. For 
example, if a rendering device is displaying 30 frames of 
video per second, then the rendering time will be 15 seconds 
after 450 frames are displayed. The rendering time of content 
at a rendering device has a “corresponding device time, 
which is the device time at which the rendering time occurred. 
For example, the rendering time of 15 seconds may have a 
corresponding device time of 30 minutes and 15 seconds 
when the rendering device initialized 30 minutes before the 
start of rendering the video. To help ensure synchronization of 
rendering devices, the synchronization system designates one 
of the rendering devices as a master rendering device and 
designates all other rendering devices as slave rendering 
devices. Each slave rendering device adjusts the rendering of 
its content to keep it in Synchronization with the rendering of 
the content at the master rendering device. The master ren 
dering device sends a message with its rendering time and 
corresponding device time to the slave rendering devices. 
Each slave rendering device, upon receiving the message 
from the master rendering device, determines whether it is 
synchronized with the master rendering time. If not, the slave 
rendering device adjusts the rendering of its content to com 
pensate for the difference between the master rendering time 
and the slave rendering time. A slave rendering device can 
determine the amount it is out of synchronization by compar 
ing its slave rendering time at a certain slave device time to the 
master rendering time at that same device time. Alternatively, 
the amount can be determined by comparing its slave device 
time at a certain rendering time to the master device time at 
that same rendering time. In another embodiment, the Syn 
chronization system can define a default rendering time for 
the synchronization. In such a case, the master rendering 
device need only include its effective device time that corre 
sponds to the default rendering time in the message that is sent 
to the slave rendering devices. For example, the default ren 
dering time might be the rendering time of Zero. In Such a 
case, the master rendering device can Subtract its current 
rendering time from its current device time to give its effec 
tive device time at rendering time Zero. A slave rendering 
device, knowing the default rendering time, can determine 
whether it is synchronized and the variation in rendering time 
between the master rendering device and the slave rendering 
device. 
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0017. In one embodiment, the synchronization system 
allows for two sources of content to be synchronized even 
though the rendering times of the Sources are not themselves 
synchronized. For example, two separate sources may be 
video transmitted via satellite and audio transmitted via land 
telephone lines. If audio is being transmitted and then a few 
seconds later the corresponding video starts to be transmitted, 
then the rendering times of Zero for the audio and video will 
not correspond to a synchronized state. For example, the 
video at the video rendering time of Zero should be rendered 
at the same time as the audio with the audio rendering time of 
five is rendered. This difference in rendering times is referred 
to as source offset. In addition, the difference in the propaga 
tion delay resulting from the different transmission paths of 
the video and audio may be variable and thus contribute to a 
variation in Synchronization that is variable and is not known 
in advance. 

0018 To account for this lack of synchronization, the syn 
chronization system allows a user (e.g., the person viewing 
the content) to manually account for the variation. For 
example, if the video and audio are rendered via a personal 
computer, the Synchronization system may display a dial or a 
sliderona user interface that the user can adjust to indicate the 
difference in the rendering times. If the video is rendered five 
seconds after the corresponding audio, then the user can 
indicate via the user interface that the offset is five seconds. In 
Such a case, the synchronization system may use the offset to 
adjust the rendering time of the audio so that the audio asso 
ciated with the adjusted audio rendering time should be ren 
dered at the same time as the video content with the same 
Video rendering time. The synchronization system could 
buffer the audio to account for the offset. 

0019. The synchronization system in one embodiment 
factors in the differences in the time domains of the various 
rendering devices when evaluating synchronization. The ren 
dering devices exchange device time information so that the 
rendering devices can account for the differences in the time 
domains of the other rendering devices. Each rendering 
device may send to the other rendering devices a time domain 
message that includes its current device time (i.e., send time) 
along with the time it received the last time domain message 
(i.e., receive time) from each of the other rendering devices 
and the send time of that last time domain message. When a 
rendering device receives Such a time domain message, it 
calculates the time differential between its time domain and 
the time domain of the sending rendering device. In one 
embodiment, the synchronization system calculates the time 
domain differential by combining the difference in send and 
receive times for the last messages sent to and received from 
another device in a way that helps factor out the transmission 
time of the messages. A slave rendering device can then use 
this time domain differential to convert the master device time 
to the time domain of the slave when synchronizing the ren 
dering of content. In one embodiment, each rendering device 
broadcasts at various times its time domain message. The 
time domain message includes a received time for a message 
received for each of the other rendering devices. Each ren 
dering device receives the broadcast time domain message. 
The receiving rendering device can then calculate its time 
domain differential with the broadcasting rendering device. 
In this way, time domain differentials can be determined on a 
peer-to-peer basis without the need for a master device to 
keep a master time and by broadcasting the time domain 
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messages, rather then sending separate time domain mes 
sages for each pair of devices. 
0020 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating synchroniza 
tion of rendering devices in one embodiment. The source 
device 101 distributes the content of a presentation to the 
video rendering device 102, the audio rendering device 103. 
and the text rendering device 104 via communications link 
105. The source device may have the multimedia presentation 
stored locally, for example, on a disk drive, may dynamically 
generate the multimedia presentation, may receive content of 
the multimedia presentation from other sources, and so on. A 
multimedia presentation is any presentation that includes dif 
ferent content that is to be rendered in a synchronized manner. 
For example, the content could be video and audio content for 
a virtual ride in a theme park along with motion content to 
control the ride. As another example, the presentation may 
include light content that controls the display of a laser to be 
synchronized with audio content. Also, the "synchroniza 
tion of content may be different for different rendering 
devices. For example, audio content may be sent to multiple 
audio rendering devices with the expectation that some of the 
audio rendering devices may delay rendering for a certain 
period (e.g., 10 milliseconds) to achieve a desired audio 
effect. In Such a case, the rendering is considered synchro 
nized when the delay equals that period. The synchronization 
system designates one of the rendering devices as the master 
rendering device. In this example, the audio rendering device 
103 is designated as the master rendering device, and the 
video rendering device 102 and text rendering device 104 are 
designated as slave rendering devices. After the source starts 
sending the content to the rendering devices, the audio ren 
dering device broadcasts a master rendering time message 
with its master device time and master rendering time to the 
slave rendering devices on a periodic basis. In this example, 
since the communications link is point-to-point from the 
Source device, the audio rendering device sends the message 
to the Source device, which in turn forwards the message to 
the slave rendering devices. Upon receiving the master ren 
dering time message, the slave rendering devices convert the 
master device time to their own time domains and then cal 
culate the difference between their slave rendering time and 
the master rendering time at a certain point in time. In one 
embodiment, the synchronization system uses a device time 
at a calculated Start of sending as the point in time. The slave 
rendering devices then adjusts the rendering as appropriate to 
compensate for the difference. The rendering device adjusts 
the rendering of their content in ways that are appropriate for 
their content. For example, if the video rendering device was 
one second behind the master audio rendering device, then it 
might skip the display of every other frame for the next two 
seconds to “speed up' to the master audio rendering device. 
Alternately, if the video rendering device was one second 
ahead of the master audio rendering device, then the video 
rendering device might display each of the next 30 frames 
twice to “slow down to the master audio rendering device. 
0021 FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the calculation of the 
time domain differential between two devices. Device 1 ini 
tially sends to device 2 a time domain message 301 that 
includes its current device time, referred to as “sendtimel.” 
When device 2 receives the time domain message, it stores the 
sendtime1 along with the time it received the time domain 
message, referred to as “receivetime 1.” Device 2 then sends to 
device 1 a time domain message 302 that includes its device 
time, referred to as “sendtime2. along with sendtime 1 and 
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receivetimel. When device 1 receives the time domain mes 
sage, it stores sendtimel, receivetimel, and sendtime2 along 
with its device time, referred to as “receivetime2. Device 1 
now has enough information to calculate the time domain 
differential according to the following formula: 
0022. Diff-((RT1-ST1)+(ST2-RT2))/2 
where Diff is the time domain differential, RT is receive time, 
and ST is send time. Device 1 then sends a time domain 
message 303 to device 2 that includes its device time, referred 
to as “sendtime3 along with sendtime2 and receivetime2. 
When device 2 receives the time domain message, it stores 
sendtime2, receivetime2, and sendtime3 along with its device 
time, referred to as “receivetime3.” Device 2 now has enough 
information to calculate the time differential according to a 
similar formula. 

0023 This formula calculates the difference between the 
send time and the receive time for time domain messages 
between the two devices. If there was no variation in the time 
domains between the devices, then the send and receive times 
would reflect the communications link latency between send 
ing and receiving the time domain messages. In one embodi 
ment, the synchronization system assumes that the latency in 
transmitting a message from one device to another device is 
approximately the same as the latency in transmitting the 
message from the other device to the device. Thus, the syn 
chronization system calculates the time domain difference by 
taking the average of the differences in the send and receive 
times of the messages. The receive time of the messages is 
represented by the following equations: 

RT2=ST2-DiffL 

where Diff represents the time domain differential and L 
represents the latency of the communications link. These 
equations are equivalent to the following equations: 

The average of these two equations is 

The latency factors out of the equation to give the following 
equation: 

0024 FIG.3 illustrates a time domaintable for a rendering 
device in one embodiment. The time domaintable of a device 
includes a row for each other device to which the device is 
connected. For example, the audio rendering device 103 of 
FIG. 1 would have a row for the source device 101, the video 
rendering device 102, and the text rendering device 104. In 
this example, the time domain table includes a node identifier 
column 301, a sendtime 1 column 302, a receivetime 1 column 
303, a sendtime2 column 304, a receivetime2 column 305, 
and a time domain differential column 306. A positive time 
domain differential indicates the number of time units that 
this device is ahead of the other device, and a negative time 
domain differential indicates the number of time units that 
this device is behind the other device. Thus, in this example, 
the device time of the audio rendering device 103 is ahead of 
the device time of the source device 101 by 1000 time units. 
In contrast, the device time of the audio rendering device 103 
is behind the device time of the video rendering device 102 by 
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495 time units. One skilled in the art will appreciate the time 
units can be any units appropriate to the desired synchroni 
Zation accuracy, Such as milliseconds, microseconds, and so 
on. One skilled in the art will appreciate the time domain 
messages need not include the times set by the receiving 
device. For example, the time domain message 302 need not 
include sendtime 1 since device 1 could have stored that time 
locally. 
0025 FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram of another 
embodiment of the synchronization system. In this example, 
the source device 400 performs the function of the master, and 
the video rendering device 401, the audio rendering device 
402, and the text rendering device 403 are slaves. In particu 
lar, the Source device, even though it does no rendering itself. 
may keep track of an idealized rendering time that may not 
correspond to the actual rendering time of any of the render 
ing devices. In Such a situation, the master source device 
periodically sends a rendering time message that includes its 
device time along with the corresponding idealized rendering 
time to each of the rendering devices. The rendering devices 
can then adjust their rendering in the same manner as if the 
rendering time message is sent from a master rendering 
device. Alternatively, each rendering device can provide their 
device time and corresponding rendering time to the Source 
device. The source device can then calculate the rendering 
time differential for each rendering device and provide that 
differential to the rendering devices to speed up or slow down 
their rendering as appropriate. 
0026 FIG.5 is a block diagram illustrating components of 
a content rendering device in one embodiment. The content 
rendering device 500 includes a receive content component 
501, a render content component 502, a send time domain 
message component 503, a receive time domain message 
component 504, a time domain table 505, a send rendering 
time message component 506, and a receive rendering time 
message component 507. The receive content component 
receives content from the Source device and may store the 
content in a buffer for Subsequent rendering. The rendering 
content component retrieves the buffered content and effects 
the rendering of the content. The send time domain message 
component sends time domain messages to the other devices. 
The send time domain message component may send the 
message upon occurrence of an event, such as when a timer 
expires, when a message is received, and so on. One skilled in 
the art will appreciate that the frequency of sending time 
domain messages can be adjusted to account for the antici 
pated drift between clocks of the rendering devices. The 
receive time domain message component receives the time 
domain messages sent by other devices and updates the time 
domain table as appropriate. The send rendering time mes 
sage component is used when this content rendering device is 
a master rendering device to send a rendering time message to 
the other rendering devices. The receive rendering time mes 
sage component receives the rendering time messages sent by 
the master device and calculates a rendering time differential 
that is used to adjust the rendering of the content. The devices 
may include a central processing unit, memory, input devices 
(e.g., keyboard and pointing devices), output devices (e.g., 
display devices), and storage devices (e.g., disk drives). The 
memory and storage devices are computer-readable media 
that may contain instructions that implement the synchroni 
Zation system. In addition, data structures and message struc 
tures may be stored or transmitted via a data transmission 
medium, Such as a signal on a communications link. Various 
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communications links may be used, such as the Internet, a 
local area network, a wide area network, or a point-to-point 
dial-up connection. 
0027 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating the processing 
of the send time domain message component in one embodi 
ment. In block 601, the component adds the identifier of this 
device to the time domain message. In block 602, the com 
ponent adds the send time to the message. The send time is the 
current device time. In blocks 603-607, the component loops 
selecting each other device and adding times for that device to 
the time domain message then loops to block 603 to select the 
next device. In block 608, the component sends the time 
domain message to the other devices and then completes. 
0028 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of the receive time domain 
message component in one embodiment. In decision block 
701, if the identifier of this device is in the list of device 
identifiers in the message, then the component continues at 
block 702, else the component completes. In block 702, the 
component retrieves the current send time from the message 
and saves it in the time domain table. In block 703, the 
component retrieves the last send time from the message and 
saves it in the time domain table. In block 704, the component 
retrieves the last receive time from the message and saves it in 
the time domain table. In block 705, the component retrieves 
the device time as the current receive time and saves it in the 
time domain table. The time values may be saved by storing 
them in the time domain table in the row associated with the 
device that sent the message. In block 706, the component 
calculates the time domain differential. In block 707, the 
component smoothes the time domain differential. The time 
domain differential can be Smoothed using various tech 
niques such as averaging the last several time domain differ 
entials using a decaying function to limit the impact of the 
oldest time domain differentials. In one embodiment, the 
synchronization system saves the values of the last eight pairs 
of time domain differentials (i.e., ST2-RT2 and RT1-ST1) 
and uses the average of the minimum value of the set of eight 
larger differentials and the maximum value of the set of eight 
smaller differentials as the time domain differential. The 
component then completes. 
0029 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating the render con 
tent component in one embodiment. In blocks 801-806, the 
component loops processing each block of content that is 
received from the source device. In block 801, the component 
selects the next block of content provided by the source 
device. The content may be buffered at this rendering device. 
In decision block 802, if all the blocks of content have already 
been selected, then the component completes, else the com 
ponent continues at block 803. In decision block 803, if the 
rendering time differential is 0, then the component continues 
at block 806, else the component continues at block 804. The 
rendering time differential is calculated by the receive ren 
dering time message component and adjusted by this compo 
nent as the rendering of the content is adjusted. In block 804, 
the component adjusts the selected block to account for the 
rendering time differential. For example, if the content cor 
responds to video information, then the component may 
remove frames to effectively speed up the rendering or may 
duplicate frames to effectively slow down the rendering. In 
block 805, the component adjusts the rendering time differ 
ential to account for the adjustments to the selected block. For 
example, if the block corresponds to one second of video 
information and the adjustment was to duplicate every frame 
in the block, then the rendering time differential is adjusted by 
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Subtracting one second. The rendering time continues to 
reflect the amount of the content that has been effectively 
rendered. For example, if every frame is duplicated in a one 
second interval resulting in two seconds of adjusted content, 
the rendering time would only be increased by one second. In 
block 806, the component outputs the selected block, either 
adjusted or unadjusted to effect the rendering of that block of 
content. The component then loops to 801 to select the next 
block of content. 
0030 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating the process of 
the send rendering time message component in one embodi 
ment. The component can be executed upon the occurrence of 
various events, such as when a timer expires. In block 901, the 
component adds the rendering time of this master device to 
the message. In block902, the component retrieves the device 
time for this master device. In block 903, the component adds 
the device time to the message. In block 904, the component 
then broadcasts the message to the other rendering devices 
and then completes. 
0031 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the process 
ing of the receive rendering time message component in one 
embodiment. In block 1001, the component extracts the mas 
ter device time from the message. In block 1002, the compo 
nent extracts the master rendering time from the message. In 
block 1003, the component converts the master device time to 
the time domain of this device. In block 1004, the component 
calculates the master start time by Subtracting the master 
rendering time from the converted master device time. The 
master start time is in the time domain of this device and 
represents the time at which the master device effectively 
started rendering its content. In block 1005, the component 
calculates the slave start time of this device by subtracting the 
slave rendering time from the current slave device time. The 
slave start time indicates the time at which this slave device 
started rendering its content. In block 1006, the component 
calculates the rendering time differential by subtracting the 
slave start time from the master start time. The component 
then completes. 
0032. From the foregoing, it will be appreciated that spe 
cific embodiments of the invention have been described 
herein for purposes of illustration, but that various modifica 
tions may be made without deviating from the spirit and scope 
of the invention. The rendering devices can be components of 
the same physical device. For example, a DVD player may 
have a component that processes the video content and a 
separate component that processes the audio. The hardware 
and Software of these components may result in a difference 
in rendering speed of the content, and thus the rendering can 
become out of synchronization over time. Accordingly, the 
invention is not limited except as by the appended claims. 

I/We claim: 
1. A method for synchronizing the rendering of content at 

a plurality of devices, the content having a rendering time, the 
method comprising: 

designating one of the devices as a master device and the 
other devices as slave devices; 

sending to each device content to be rendered at that device 
synchronized with the content sent to the other devices: 

sending from the master device to the slave devices an 
indication of when the master device renders content 
corresponding to a rendering time; and 

after receiving the indication at a slave device, adjusting 
based on the received indication the rendering of the 
content at the slave device to account for variation 
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between when the master device and the slave device 
render content that should be rendered at the same time. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the indication sent from 
the master device to the slave devices includes a master device 
time at which the master device renders content correspond 
ing to a rendering time. 

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the indication sent from 
the master device to the slave devices includes the corre 
sponding rendering time. 

4. The method of claim 2 wherein the corresponding ren 
dering time is a default rendering time. 

5. The method of claim 2 wherein the corresponding ren 
dering time is time Zero. 

6. The method of claim 2 wherein the adjusting includes: 
calculating a difference between the master device time 

and a slave device time that correspond to the rendering 
time. 

7. The method of claim 2 wherein the adjusting includes: 
calculating a difference between a master rendering time 

and a slave rendering time that correspond to the same 
master and slave device times. 

8. The method of claim 2 wherein the adjusting includes: 
adjusting a device time so that the master device time and 

the slave device time are in the same time domain; 
calculating a master start time for the master device from 

the master device time that is in the same time domain as 
the slave device time and a master rendering time; 

calculating a slave start time for the slave device from the 
slave device time that is in the same time domain as the 
master device time and a slave rendering time; and 

calculating the difference between the slave start time and 
the master start time. 

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the sending of the indi 
cation from the master device to the slave devices occurs at 
various times so that the slave devices can adjust the render 
ing of the content as appropriate. 

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the adjusting accounts 
for variations in the time domain of the master device and the 
slave device. 

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the content is sent from 
a single source to the master device and the slave devices. 

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the content is sent from 
different sources to the master device and the slave devices. 

13. The method of claim 12 including receiving a rendering 
time adjustment that indicates a difference in a master ren 
dering time and a slave rendering time of content that is to be 
synchronized. 

14. The method of claim 13 wherein a user specifies the 
rendering time adjustment. 

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the user specifies the 
rendering time adjustment by indicating the amount of time 
the master device and the slave device are out of synchroni 
Zation. 

16. A method for synchronizing rendering of content at 
devices, each device having a device time and a rendering 
time, the device time of a device being in a time domain of the 
device, the method comprising: 

designating one of the devices as a master device and the 
one or more other devices as slave devices; 

sending to each device content to be rendered at that device 
synchronized with the content sent to the other devices: 
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sending from the master device to the one or more slave 
devices a master device time corresponding to a master 
rendering time of the master device; and 

upon receiving the sent master device time at a slave 
device, adjusting the rendering of the content at the slave 
device to account for a difference in a slave rendering 
time and a master rendering time calculated based on the 
master device time adjusted for a difference in time 
domains of the slave device and the master device. 

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the difference in a 
slave rendering time and a master rendering time is calculated 
by: 

converting the master device time to a time frame of the 
slave device; 

calculating a master start time for the master device from 
the converted master device time and the master render 
ing time; 

calculating a slave start time for the slave device from the 
slave device time and the slave rendering time; and 

calculating the difference between the slave start time and 
the master start time. 

18. The method of claim 16 wherein the sending from the 
master device to the slave devices the master device time and 
the master rendering time occurs at various times so that the 
slave devices can adjust the rendering of the content as appro 
priate. 

19. The method of claim 16 wherein the content is sent 
from different sources to the master device and the slave 
devices. 

20. The method of claim 19 including receiving a rendering 
time adjustment that indicates a difference in a master ren 
dering time and a slave rendering time of content that is to be 
synchronized. 

21. The method of claim 20 wherein a user specifies the 
rendering time adjustment. 

22. The method of claim 21 wherein the user specifies the 
rendering time adjustment by indicating the amount of time 
the master device and the slave device are out of synchroni 
Zation. 

23. A method for synchronizing rendering of content at 
devices, each device having a device time and a rendering 
time, the device time of a device being in a time domain of the 
device, the method comprising: 

designating one of the devices as a master device and the 
one or more other devices as slave devices; and 

for each slave device, 
calculating a difference in a master rendering time of the 

master device and slave rendering time of the slave 
device based on a master device time adjusted for a 
difference intime domains of the slave device and the 
master device; and 

rendering content at the slave device to account for the 
calculated difference. 

24. The method of claim 23 including sending a master 
device time and a corresponding master rendering time to 
each slave device for use in calculating the difference. 

25. The method of claim 24 wherein the master device 
sends the master device time and the corresponding master 
rendering time to the slave devices. 
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